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( Sequentiality and Prefetching in Database
Systems

ALAN JAY SMITH

University of California-Berkeley 
Sequentiality of access is an inherent characteristic of many database systems. Weusethis observation
to develop an algorithm which selectively prefetches data blocks ahead of the point of reference. The
numberof blocks prefetched is chosen by using the empirical run length distribution and conditioning
on the observed numberof sequential block references immediately preceding reference to the current
block. The optimal number of blocks to prefetch is estimated as a function of a numberof ‘‘costs,”
including the cost of accessing a block not resident in the buffer (a miss), the cost of fetching additional
data blocks at fault times, and the cost of fetching blocks that are never referenced. We estimate this
latter cost, described as memorypollution, in two ways. We consider the treatment (in the replacement
algorithm) of prefetched blocks, whether they are treated as referenced or not, and find that it makes
very little difference. Trace data taken from an operational IMS database system is analyzed and the
results are presented. We show how to determine optimal block sizes. We find that anticipatory
fetching of data can lead to significant improvements in system operation.
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1. INTRODUCTION \\

Database systems are designed to insert, delete, retrieve, update, and analyze
information stored in the database. Since every query or modification to the
database will access at least one target datum, and since the analysis associated
with a query is usually trivial, the efficiency of most database systems is heavily
dependent on the numberof I/O operations actually required to query or modify
and the overhead associated with each operation.

One method used in some systems to reduce the frequency of I/O operations
is to maintain in a main memory buffer pool a number of the blocks of the
database. Data’ accesses satisfied by blocks found in this buffer will take place
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much more quickly and usually with much less computational overhead. IMS(Information Management System/360) [10-12] uses this Strategy, as we discuss
later. The INGRES database system [9] makes use of the I/O buffer poolmaintained by UNIX [19] for this same purpose. There is considerable scope foroptimizing the operation of the buffer pool, principally by controlling the selection

A. Sequentiality

A characteristic of the database system that we study in this paper, and we
believe a characteristic of many other systems,is Sequentiality of access. Manyqueries require scans of an entire database in order to compute an aggregate, An
example might be: “Find the averagesalary of all residents of New York City,”which would probably becalculated by scanning sequentially over the appropriate
section of the database. In some systems a simple lookup evokes a sequential
scan of the entire database,if the database is not indexed on the key, or a partial
scan, if the index is not precise. For example, a query about “John Jones” mightbe answered by using an index to find the beginning of the records for names
starting with “J,” and then searching forward, “Range” queries, in which the
databaseis searched for records with keys in a range, will also result in sequential
accesses, either to the records themselvesorat least to an indexif the index exists

data differs significantly from the logical one, then little Sequentiality can beexpected. a

A consistently sequential pattern of access will allow us to easily anticipate
which data blocks, Segments, or tuples are likely to be accessed next and tofetchthem before their useis required or requested. In systems in which anticipatorydata fetchingis less costly than demand fetching, we can expect a decrease in the
cost of I/O activity. It is obvious, and under certain conditions has been shown
formally [1], that when multiple block or anticipatory fetching is no “cheaper”
per block than demand fetching, demand fetching is an optimal policy. We
contend, and we shall discuss this in greaterdetail in a later section of this paper,that fetching segments or blocksin advanceoftheir use, andin particular fetchingseveral segments or blocks at once,is significantly less costly per block fetched
(with our cost functions) than individual demand fetching.
B. Previous Research
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IMS [2, 8, 25-28] Sequential prefetchingoflines for cache memory has been shown toSCUusS work very well [24] because the extent of sequentiality is large compared to thepool cache page(line) size; for most programsthe sequentiality is not large comparedi for to the main memory page size. Prefetching of 1/O data streams hasalso workedthe well [22, 23] because of the frequent use of purely sequentialfiles,i e :
atch- C. Information Management System/360
100k The previous research regarding prefetching whichis discussed above has all

been oriented toward the analysis and use of data describing real system opera-tion. We shall do likewise, and in later Sections of this paper we present data
taken from an operational and long running Information Management System/we 360 (IMS), a data management system marketed by the IBM Corporation. This-any ‘particular system has been in Operation for a numberof years in an industrialAn environment. The results observed are believed to be illustrative of an actual“Ys application, but they cannot be taken as typical or representative for any otheraate IMSsystem. Despite this disclaimer, and the fact that our research is based onual data taken from a Specific installation running a specific database system, we“Hal believe that sequentiality is a characteristic common to many database systems,‘ght and that-therefore the methodology developed in this paper for sequentialnes prefetching will also be applicable to other IMS installations and. to otherene database systems,

nial In order to provide some backgroundfor the analysis of our data, we describeists below someofthesignificant features of IMS. A readable and more completeche discussion can be found in a book by Date [5], which also discusses other databaseally systems andorganizations, The IMS manuals [10-12] provide much more thor-she ough coverage. ;abe IMSis a hierarchical database system;thatis, segments (tuples) in a database
are arrangedlogically in a tree structure such as that indicated in Figure 1. An"h IMSimplementation may consist of several databases, each of which consists of
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a large number ofsuch “trees.” The roots may or may not be sorted and may or
may not be indexed. In the system measured there were several databases; each
had the roots indexed. Access to units within a tree is through the root. Within
the tree, data is stored in a top-down,left-to-right order. That is, the following
items from Figure 1 would be stored in this order: Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, Brown, M24 Basket Weaving, 39-311, 14:05, Prof. Smith, Finch C
7614 Junior, Jayhawk L 8302 Senior, Robin F 1104 Senior, M23 Floatation,...,and so on.

Two physical Storage organizations are possible, hierarchical sequential and
hierarchical direct. In the former case segments are examined consecutively in
the order in which they are stored in order to find someposition in the tree. In
the latter case, which describes the databases in this system, certain segment
instancesare related by two-way pointers and these pointers can be used to skip
over intervening data. In either case the data is accessed using DL/1 (Data° Language/1), which implementsnine operations. These are: GET UNIQUE(find
a specific item), GET NEXT (get the next item), GET NEXT WITHIN PARENT
(get next item under the same root), GET HOLD UNIQUE, GET HOLD NEXT,
GET HOLD WITHIN PARENT, INSERT, REPLACE,and DELETE.In each
of the first six cases, the command can or must be qualified to partially or
completely identify the tuple in question. GET HOLD (items 4, 5, and 6)is
usually user prior to INSERT, DELETE, and REPLACE. Eighty-one percent of
all accesses measured (see below) proved to be for lookup only (GET) rather
than modification (INSERT, REPLACE, DELETE). Average frequency for
INSERT, REPLACE, and DELETE was 11 percent, 0.7 percent, and 8 percent,
respectively, with substantial variation between databases, .

A search for a uniquely qualified item, such as GET” UNIQUE
(College (Engineering).Department(Mechanical) Chairman) will involve a search
starting at the appropriateroot and either scanning in sequential storage orderif
the storage organization is sequential, or following pointersif the organization is
direct. Eachof the segments referenced in the courseoffinding thé target segment
is called a path segment. A “GET NEXT”will also involve either sequential
search or search following pointers. Unless the pointers lead immediately to the
desired item, a significant amount of sequentiality will be evident in both cases;
in following a path to the target the direction of search is always forward in the
database.

A segment can be referenced only if it is in memory. For several efficiency
reasons, IMS groups segments into fixed size storage units called physical blocks
(henceforth called blocks). In the particular implementation in question the block
size was 1690 bytes for data blocks and 3465 bytes for blocks used to hold index
entries for the root nodes. The blocks are the unit of physical storage and data
transmission; a request for a segment will result in the block containing the
segmentbeing transmitted,if necessary, from secondary storage to a buffer pool
of blocks kept in main memory.

The search for a target segment proceeds as follows:
i. Determine the first path segment to be examined.

ii, Search the buffer pool for the block containing the segment.If the block is
missing, then fetch the block (and remove a block if necessary to make room).
ACM Transactions on Database Systems,Vol. 3, No. 3, September 1978.
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iii. Find the segment within the block. If this is the target segment, then
perform the desired operation. Otherwise, determine the next path segment andcontinue at step 2.

Wenote that Segments are commonly much smaller than blocks; for our data
the average segment size was 80 bytes. A large block size will result in many
segments being fetched at once; because of the sequential nature of segment 

was used without change, except that the reloading ensured thatthe logical andphysical database organizations coincided.
The. database system used was IMS/360 version 2.4, running under OS/VS2,

release 1.6. Thetotal size of the entire database was about 200 megabytes.
Our data analysis, in later sections, uses three sections of the entire seven-day

block reference trace. The part labeled “full tape”is the trace for thefirst day.
This first-day tape actually was generated in seven sections of approximately
equal size; the parts of the-trace referred to as “part 1” and “part 2” are just thefirst two segments ofthis day-long trace.

This data was gathered by researchers at the IBM San Jose Research Labo-
ratory, and further discussions of IMS,the data gathering methodology, and the
papers by Tuel and Rodriguez-Rosell [30], Rodriguez-Rosell and Hildebrand
(21], Ragaz and Rodriguez-Rosell [18], Rodriguez-Rosell [20], Gaver;"Lavenberg,
and Price [7], Lavenberg and Shedler [14], Lewis and Shedler [16], Lavenbergand Shedler [15], and Tuel [29] for further information.
2. OPTIMIZATION OF PREFETCHING

A. The Model

As was discussed in the beginning ofthis paper, the efficiency of operation of adatabase system can be increased by increasing the fraction of data references
captured by the main memory buffer. The only general method known bythe
authorto beeffective in increasing the buffer hit ratio (for a fixed size buffer) is
to take advantage of sequentiality in the series of accesses—either by prefetching
or by increasing theblock size. This issue is discussed further in the data analysis
section of this paper; for the formulation of our optimization results we rely on amodel asfollows:

i. The physical layout of the database is the linear projection (as defined
earlier) of the logical structure of the database. Segmentsin the databasewill be
assumed to be numbered consecutively from 1 to S. Blocks in the database .
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